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Executive Summary
In 2007 no pundits predicted that the 2017 news cycle would be dominated by:
• Multiple Category 5 Hurricanes hitting the US mainland and territories in the same month causing massive
long-term destruction1
• Equifax and other massive data breaches2
• Russia meddling in US Presidential elections3
• North Korea with nuclear weapons which could hit US military targets and soon the US mainland itself4
• Brexit and the UK negotiating to separate from the EU5
• Catalonia voting to separate from Spain6
• Brazil in economic and political gridlock as a result of a massive corruption investigation7
• Billionaire Chinese businesspeople kidnapped from Hong Kong hotels by mainland Chinese officials8 as the
most powerful leader since Mao Zedong consolidates power9
• A new de facto leader of Saudi Arabia arresting hundreds of family members and prominent business people
and seizing almost a trillion dollars of their assets10
Surprisingly, all of these “Black Swan” events did come to pass. As a consequence, many high-net worth (HNW)
individuals and their families and businesses were significantly impacted. Interestingly, some were able to
weather these calamities with little disruption to their wealth or security. The reason – they had planned ahead for
the worst, while hoping for the best. They all had Backup Plans consisting of multiple residence and citizenship
options that the family could trigger at a moment’s notice. These Backup Plans allowed them to instantly and
calmly adjust their lives to protect themselves, their families and their wealth.
This White Paper will explore the purposes and elements of a Backup Plan that is robust and flexible enough to
provide the type of rapid response mechanism that HNW families require in modern times.
This White Paper will cover:
The Clear and Present Case for a Backup Plan
The Elements of a Backup Plan
Three Case Studies of a Backup Plan in Action

Staff
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Introduction

The Clear & Present Case
for a Backup Plan
The traditional responsibility of a family office is to identify and decrease risks to their client family and its wealth.
A second responsibility is to maximize opportunities to expand the client family’s wealth and diversify their
lifestyle options. Unfortunately, not all Family Office advisors appreciate the role that residence and citizenship
plays in fulfilling these responsibilities.
It is worth remembering that countries like the United States, Canada, Australia and the UK were built by
immigrants. Just as relocation had a profound impact on the lives of the original immigrant and their families, it
also defined the lives of every generation that followed in their courageous footsteps.
The motivations driving these immigrants were many and varied – economic, political, environmental,
technological and social. While expression and manifestations of these reasons were unique to the time, it is
interesting that their present day offspring are impacted by the very same types of issues.

Area of Impact

Historical Impact

Impact in 2017 and beyond

Economic

•
•

Regional and national depressions
Economic disruption as economy shifted from agricultural to industrial

•

Shift from domestic to international market of customers and
investment opportunities

Political/Geopolitical

•
•
•
•

WWI
WWII
Rise of Communism
Collapse of Colonial Empires

•
•
•

Brexit
North Korea
Rise of multi-national mobile
terrorism

Environmental

•
•
•

Natural Disasters
Famine
Drought

•

Natural Disasters with increased
damage costs

Technological

•
•

Industrialization
Mass Production

•
•
•
•

Digital technology
Communications
Artificial Intelligence
Robotics

Social

•
•

Religious Oppression
Racial Intolerance

•
•

Rise of religious conservatism
Nationalism

angelo@familyofficeassociation.com | @familyoffice
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A reality of our modern age is that the speed of
events and change has greatly accelerated. This
is a result of a wide number of factors including:
•
•
•

•

the instantaneous dissemination of information
the economic interconnectedness of world
markets
the dramatic growth of cities and wealth in
risky locations such as coasts and earthquake
zones (which dramatically increases the
economic impact of naturally occurring events
such as hurricanes and earthquakes)
the presence of nuclear and biological
weapons (and their low-tech “dirty bomb
derivatives) which have the ability to spread
widespread mayhem overnight by either
mobile international or domestic bad actors

With such rapid change coming from many
directions, families no longer have the luxury of
waiting for events to slowly unfold and then react.
Prudence calls for HNW advisors to develop
Backup Plans that are robust and diverse enough
to allow their family clients to move immediately
out of danger and into a safer, more prosperous
environment at a moment’s notice.
“Reports that say that something hasn’t happened
are always interesting to me, because as we
know, there are known knowns; there are things
we know we know. We also know there are known
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some
things we do not know. But there are also unknown
unknowns – the ones we don’t know we don’t
know. And if one looks throughout the history of
our country and other free countries, it is the latter
category that tend to be the difficult ones.11”

When considering the value of a Backup Plan, a
family advisor must first determine current “known
knowns.” An obvious example is the current US
tax revenue model, where the top 1% contributes
approximately 45% of the total personal tax
receipts.12 This type of extreme over-dependence
on a small number of taxpayers is inherent
throughout all countries which have progressive
tax systems. When placed against the backdrop
of an aging population meeting current entitlement
programs, this skewed revenue collection model
shows its inherent vulnerability. The obvious future
reality is an ever-increasing need for tax revenues
to pay entitlements, with the top 1% being asked
to contribute more and more. This is the practical
and political reality of the remaining 99%’s lack of
additional disposable income to spend on new tax
obligations. With ever-increasing numbers of the
1% leaving the US tax system13, this will compound
the burden on those families whose advisors have
not given them the option of getting out of the
crosshairs of future politicians.
The next step in the equation is to list the “known
unknowns.” An example is that it is a known fact
that California is in an earthquake zone and major
parts of eastern coastal US are in a hurricane
zone. What is not known is when the next major
earthquake or hurricane will hit and the level of
devastation that will result. Below is a list of the
most costly natural disasters in US history with
their damage estimates. Notice that they have all
taken place within the last 25 years:

Donald Rumsfeld
United States Secretary of Defense
February 12, 2002

angelo@familyofficeassociation.com | @familyoffice
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Table 1: Natural Disasters by Damage Cost14

Disaster

Year

Cost

1

Hurricane Katrina

2005

$160B

2

Hurricane Harvey

2017

$108B

3

Hurricane Sandy

2012

$70B

4

Hurricane Andrew

1992

$48B

5

LA Earthquake

1994

$45B

6

Midwest Drought

1988

$42B

While private property insurance will cover a small
portion of this damage, federally funded insurance
and FEMA programs mean that most of the cost
will be borne by taxpayers15. This situation repeats

itself throughout the developed world. As with
entitlements, with the top 1% being the only group
that has additional wealth to be tapped, the burden
will continue to fall exclusively on their shoulders to
pay for these “natural catastrophes.”

Finally, there is the threat of “unknown unknowns.”
Will a domestic or international terrorist explode
a dirty bomb in Time Square16? Will there be
another failure of the power grid and major power
outage which will be more widespread and longterm than the last one in 200317? Will there be a
major political event such as those that occurred
in 2017 in China, Saudi Arabia, Spain, the UK and
Brazil that will occur in your family’s current main
country of residence and business? If one looks
at the list of events in the Executive Summary, all
of these were unknown unknowns. What will be
the unknown unknowns that come to pass in the
next five years? in ten years?…in the lifetime of the
youngest family member?

angelo@familyofficeassociation.com | @familyoffice
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Section 1

The Elements of a Backup Plan
A proper Backup Plan has two critical
components… alternative home and business
locations and second citizenships. While there are
definitely some costs to properly build a Backup
Plan, Family Office advisors should define and
quantify “costs and benefits” in the same ways as
they look at insurance or hedging. Furthermore,
any professional engaged to assist the Family
in this exercise should also acknowledge and
comply with the Hippocratic Oath of Backup Plan
advisors: “Primum Non Nocere” or “First, Do No
Harm.” Potential harms include inadvertently
increasing the family’s global tax or regulatory
burden, triggering unwanted military service for
young family members or losing other citizenships
through dual citizenship prohibitions.
A proper Backup Plan will, at a minimum, consider
the following:
A) Alternative Homes and Business Locations
Recently I had a client situation which dramatically
demonstrated the value of an alternative home and
business location as part of a Backup Plan. About
5 years ago, a US client and his business partner
retained me to help them develop a Backup Plan
for them, their families and their business. Their
original concern was to have a way of dealing with
US estate taxes. My review of their backgrounds
uncovered the fact that both families were entitled to
citizenship in European countries through lineage.
Once acquired, these citizenships allowed some of
their children to study and work in Europe, in the
past few years. I also arranged for both clients to
have Work Permits in Canada. This included Work

Permits for their spouses and Student Permits for
their school age unmarried children. It is important
to note that the acquisition of this immigration
status DID NOT automatically make anybody in
either family a tax resident in Canada.
In addition, both families purchased condominiums
in Toronto. Not only have these condos increased
dramatically in value since purchased, the cost
of mortgage, interest, insurance and condo fees
have been more than covered by the rental income
they have been getting from Airbnb. The clients
also set up a shadow “mirror” back office of their
US operations, with a part-time local employee,
file cabinets and a computer server at a Regus
business centre in Toronto. As part of their Backup
Planning, the clients also updated their home and
business interruption insurance.
When the U.S. National Weather Service began to
warn that a Category 5 hurricane was likely to hit
their hometown, my clients sprung into action. First
they canceled the upcoming Airbnb reservations on
their condos and booked flights for themselves and
their families to Toronto. They also asked Regus to
temporarily expand their office space and arranged
for two of their key employees to temporarily
relocate to Toronto. As this was happening at the
beginning of a school year, my clients also quickly
enrolled their high school age children in private
and public schools for the pending school year.
This was all quickly achieved because the children
already possessed valid Student Permits.
When the hurricane hit and rendered their homes
and business premises uninhabitable, my clients
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and their families were safely in Toronto and able
to continue with their lives uninterrupted. Their
business was also able to continue seamlessly.
Over the later part of 2017 and early 2018, my
clients will be collecting their insurance payouts
and pondering their future. Depending on how
long the rebuilding in their hometown might take
and how well the family adapts to living outside of
their US hometown, my clients have the benefit of
several options to consider:
Option 1
Returning to the US after using the insurance
proceeds to cover their home rebuild and the cost
of temporarily relocating their key employees to
Canada.
Option 2
Remaining in Canada and converting their Work
Permit status to that of Permanent Residence.
With the time spent on their Work Permits, this
would make them eligible for Canadian citizenship
in approximately 2 1/2 years. After July 2018, the
family would become tax resident in Canada, but
because their existing financial planning is already
Canada compliant, they will not pay Canadian
income or capital gains taxes on their nonCanadian source income. If they chose to have
any Canadian source income, then they would be
given a foreign tax credit on their US tax returns.
If one of the parents of each client family were to
decide to use their existing European citizen to
renounce their US citizenship and tax status, then
their family would also be able to avoid US estate
tax. Since Canada does not have an estate tax, it
is a perfect domicile of choice; or
Option 3
Use existing European citizenship to renounce US
citizenship and tax status and move all or some of
the family from Canada to a tax-friendly European

tax regime such as the UK non-dom system or the
Swiss lump sum system.
In choosing the right alternative home or homes,
a well-constructed Backup Plan must take into
account family and business requirements and
preferences. As noted above, these alternative
homes should also “Do No Harm” to the family’s
tax position. As an added benefit, these alternative
residences might also give some family members
the ability to relocate temporarily or permanently
for educational or career opportunities.
But that is not all. In a well-constructed Backup
Plan, the alternative home or homes should also
consider the tax ramifications (and opportunities)
that would occur should all or some of the family
decide to make this location their new “tax home.”
An important element of this is whether the
alternative home has tax treaties with the family’s
current tax jurisdiction or other jurisdictions which
they currently or in the future may live or operate
a business. Finally, the future ability of converting
a residence status into a citizenship status is an
important element to consider
B) Alternative Citizenships
When developing this part of a Backup Plan, it
is important to determine upfront whether the
family’s current citizenship recognizes the concept
of “dual citizenship.” Many countries such as the
US, Canada and the UK legally recognize the
right of their citizens to retain or acquire additional
citizenships along with their own. However, there
are countries which do not allow or have restricted
rules around dual citizenship. In these cases,
special care and protocols in the acquisition and
maintenance of alternative citizenships in these
situations is essential.
Citizenship is granted pursuant to the domestic
law of the country granting that citizenship.
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Many countries incorporate one or both of the
legal concepts of Jus Sanguinis or Jus Soli. “Jus
sanguinis” (Latin for right of blood) is a principle
of nationality law by which citizenship is not
determined by place of birth but by having one or
both parents or grandparents who are citizens of
the state. “Jus Soli” (Latin for right of the soil) is
commonly referred to as “birthright citizenship.” It
is the right of anyone born in the territory of a state
to nationality or citizenship.
In addition, many countries incorporate into their
domestic nationality laws a method for an individual
to “earn” citizenship through naturalization.
Naturalization laws can take many forms and can
include the following:
1) Meeting certain religious criteria: e.g. Israel’s
Law of Return
2) Meeting certain physical presence, tax
residence, language and local knowledge criteria:
i.e. traditional naturalization in western countries
3) Citizenship by Investment: The traditional
naturalization requirements are waived where
specific economic contributions are made
4) General Authority: In many countries the power
to grant citizenship is granted to some government
office or body on their own criteria such as
contribution to the state in sports, humanities, art,
economic benefit, etc.
In developing a robust citizenship component
of a Backup Plan, it is essential that an in-depth
examination of the family history be undertaken.
While many wealthy families have a deep
understanding of their history, even those who
do not can take advantage of the modern online websites, tools and freelance researchers
to gather this information. If possible the family

history should go back to at least to the greatgrandparents of the current oldest family members.
In certain situations (e.g. Sephardic Jewish claims
to Portuguese or Spanish citizenship), certain
surviving family or cultural indicators are looked at
to establish a more distant claim.
Generally speaking, lineage citizenships that can
be acquired through family or religious means
are from large developed countries which offer
excellent rights (e.g. a right to live throughout the
EU), visa-free travel and credibility. Too often,
families wrongly assume they are ineligible for
lineage citizenship because they do not stay
current with the ever-changing legal landscape
in this area. As a result they overlook this avenue
while simultaneously reading in the press or on-line
about countries that sell citizenship. Consequently
they may end up unnecessarily wasting hundreds
of thousands of dollars on citizenship by
investment programs from small countries which
offer significantly less benefits and prestige.
As with the example of my hurricane evacuation
clients, a second residence that will lead in due
course to a high quality citizenship is another path
that must be properly explored. An integrated and
well thought-out Backup Plan should have this
assessment built in.
Citizenship-by-investment programs are widely
advertised on the Internet and in the press. Often
the “consultants” who promote these programs
proudly proclaim that they are “licensed” or even
“exclusive” marketing agents of the government
offering these programs. Wealthy families should
shun such promoters. Their status as a marketing
agent for a specific government inherently puts
them in a conflict of interest to also act as a family’s
independent Backup Plan advisor. How could a
family or their advisors possibly trust an “expert”
who has a clear profit motive to sell them a specific
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solution and a financial disincentive to suggest
first exploring lineage or naturalization citizenship?
Even if these avenues ultimately turn out to not be
productive or appropriate, how can one trust that a
conflicted advisor is suggesting the best solution to
fit the family’s needs rather than a program that will
earn them the highest commission?
Finally, a Backup Plan advisor should explore with
the family and their family office the possibility of
leveraging one of the family’s existing businesses
or investments to see if one of the countries where
they are currently located (or could expand into)
would be open to granting citizenship as a reward
for their existing economic contribution. In the
same way strategic philanthropy may be leveraged
to provide this same potential benefit.
In exploring this option it is necessary for the
Backup Plan advisor to understand the international
element of the family holdings and operations. The
advisor then matches this information with their
expert knowledge of potential countries with a
history in exercising their legal authority to grant
citizenship. Indeed, a Backup Plan advisor will
not only be deeply knowledgeable of the potential
countries, they will also know which officials
in each country hold the legal power to grant
citizenship in such cases and the legal basis for
such grants. If there is a potential match, then full
efforts should be made to explore this option. If
it turns out to be viable, by leveraging economic
or philanthropic activity that the family has
already decided to undertake, citizenship might
be acquired at a fraction of the fees of even the
cheapest citizenship-by-investment program.
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Section 2

3 Case Studies of Backup Plan in Action
Case Study 1

Silicon Valley VC Wanting Solutions
and Flexibility
Background
The head of the family is a well established Senior
Partner in a Silicon Valley based Venture Capital
firm. He is of Irish descent - his great grandparents
immigrated to the US in the 1890s. He is married
with three children, two of whom are in college,
one in the last year of high school.
Concerns
a) Natural Disaster: Earthquake/ Wild Fires
render the family home uninhabitable.18
b) Man-made Disaster: North Korea launches a
dirty bomb missile at Northern California.19
c) Tax Law Disaster: Carried Interest taxation
changes and state and local tax deductions in
current or future tax reform combine to double the
family’s annual income tax bill.
d) Economic Disaster: “America First Policy”
creates foreign investment penalties which
effectively close international market for new
investment targets.
e) Political Disaster: The US federal government
becomes completely obsessed with impeachment
proceedings and is unable to deal with other key
economic legislation that disproportionately affects
the family and/or their investments (e.g. anti-trust
actions against Silicon Valley companies; DACA;
H1B quotas).

Their Backup Plan
With regards to alternative homes and business
locations, it would make sense to establish a branch
of the VC Fund in Vancouver, Canada and secure
Work and Study Permits for the family. In addition,
the family should purchase a home or flat for the
family which they can easily rent out on a shortterm basis to offset costs. The VC Fund should
set up a Vancouver office to mirror their US office
in critical operational areas. By using Canada’s
more flexible immigration laws, the VC Fund can
develop a “Coding Swat Team” that can become
a talent resource for their investment company
when it needs coding talent but is unable to hire
them in the US as a result of H1B restrictions and
limitations.
As with the hurricane evacuation clients described
above, their Vancouver home and office can be
immediately be accessed should a natural or manmade disaster make evacuation of the current
home and office necessary. As their immigration
status is Canada-wide, if circumstances require a
move from Vancouver to a location further east,
this can be done without any additional immigration
permissions required.
The Client may have been aware of the fact that
under Irish law his family would have been entitled
to Irish citizenship if he had a grandparent who was
born in Ireland. However, because he had greatgrandparents in Ireland, we can make use of a
combination of the VC Fund targeted investments
and a portion of the family’s strategic philanthropy
to make a case to the Irish government to apply
their discretion in granting full Irish under the
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“citizenship-by-association” provisions.
This would give the entire family the option to be
able to live, work or study not only in Ireland but
throughout the EU. In addition, it gives the family
the option of implementing an expatriation strategy
should their fears about tax or political risk lead
them decide to leave the US tax and regulatory
regime. Finally, as with the hurricane evacuation
clients, the alternative residence in Canada could
also be turned into permanent residence followed
by Canadian citizenship for all or part of the family
should they wish to do so.
This family’s Backup Plan provides for a multitude
of available tools to deal with a wide range of
potential negative future events.

Case Study 2

NYC Multi-Generation Real Estate
Family Looking to Leverage its History
and Business Expertise
Background
This family is involved in the very lucrative NYC
real estate market with a number of prestigious
Manhattan office buildings in their portfolio. The
family members are Sephardic Jews with the
current family head’s parents having immigrated to
the US from Poland just before Germany invaded
in 1939. In recent years the family has started
to diversify their holding outside of NYC – both
throughout the US and internationally.
Concerns
a) Natural Disaster: A Hurricane Sandy-like event
or power blackout causing widespread rioting and
looting near their New Jersey home.
b) Man-made Disaster: A terrorist explodes a dirty
bomb in Manhattan.

c) Tax Law Disaster: Carried Interest taxation
changes and the loss of the state and local tax
deduction under current or future tax reform
combine to double the family’s annual income tax
bill. Future governments greatly increase estate
tax.
d) Economic Disaster: Another major financial
crisis causes substantial vacancies in their
buildings along with a loss of value of their NYC
real estate.
e) Political disaster: City, State or Federal
politicians implement laws which significantly
decrease the attractiveness of their business.
Their Backup Plan
Given that the family wants to diversify their real
estate holdings outside of NYC, they may want to
consider purchasing assets in countries and cities
which could also double as an alternative home
or business locations. While Toronto or Montreal
would be obvious choices if the family had to “bug
out” quickly in the case of a natural or man-made
disaster, other options further afield could also
be included in the mix. Properties in international
financial centers like London would be worth
considering, along with acquisitions in “vacation”
destinations such as one of the Caribbean British
Overseas Territories or an independent country
such as Belize. These acquisitions can be used
as a gateway to acquire residence and even
citizenship. Residence in a British Overseas
Territory, if properly handled, will lead to a full UK
citizenship after a five year naturalization period.
Residence in certain independent countries can
also lead to citizenship under normal or preferential
naturalization periods.
This family also has a number of options to pursue
relating to alternative citizenships. First, since the
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family is Jewish they would be entitled to Israeli
citizenship under the Law of Return. Prior to the
summer of 2017 those making “Aliyah” were
deemed to be Israel citizens immediately upon
entry. However, they were also required to remain
physically in Israel for a year prior to be issued an
Israeli passport. Since one of the major motivations
for acquiring any citizenship is to also acquire
a citizenship travel document (i.e. a passport),
this made the pursuit of an Israeli citizenship or
passport out of reach from a practical sense for
this and similarly placed families.

by-investment in real estate. In examining the
options in “citizenship-by-investment” countries,
the family office advisor should be aware that as
a result of citizenship by investment market forces
in these small, local markets, real estate is often
significantly overpriced and very difficult to resell.
So buyers beware!

However, the 2017 changes make the acquisition
of the Israeli passport possible during the short
visit to assume citizenship. The acquisition of
Israeli citizenship is useful to provide an immediate
expatriation option and can also be valuable
to some as a show of support for their Jewish
heritage and homeland. However, care should be
taken relating to those family members who would
become subject to Israel’s mandatory military
service obligations.

Case Study 3

In addition to Israeli citizenship, the family should
also explore their ability to get Polish citizenship
through their immigrant ancestors and/or Spanish
or Portuguese citizenship as Sephardic Jews.
Poland has recently extended the reinstatement
of Polish Citizenship to those who were forced to
leave as a result of the Second World War and its
aftermath. Even more historically interesting are the
recent legal changes made in Spain and Portugal.
Each of these countries now grants citizenship to
the descendants of those Sephardic Jews who
were kicked out of their country in the 1490s. In
all three cases this would result in citizenship of a
major EU country.
As a final note, when looking at alternative
residence or citizenship, comparison should also
be made with those countries offering citizenship-

This family’s Backup Plan leverages not only
historical family roots, but also current business
expertise in order to provide benefits and reduce
risk on both the personal and wealth fronts.

HNW Hong Kong Chinese Family
Worrying About History Repeating or
Rhyming
Background
Like many Chinese, this family has a firm eye on
their family history. Significant wealth is relatively
new to the current generation as they have been
able to take advantage of China’s tremendous
growth since the 1980s. While this profound
wealth is new for the family, survival in changing
circumstances is not. The family has successfully
survived and thrived for centuries under the
Chinese Emperor, Taiping, Japanese, Nationalists,
Communists and the “New Communists.” As a
result, they inherently understand the critical need
for a Backup Plan to deal with any eventuality.
When China was relatively isolated from the
outside world, the family creed was “No matter
how well things look, always keep a fast junk in
the harbor with gold bars and a second set of
papers.” In a modern globally interconnected
world, this creed needs to be updated to include
second homes and citizenships, assets available
in various jurisdictions, and an ‘early warning
system” to identify increasing political risk in China,
HK and abroad.
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Concerns
a) Natural Disaster: Air Pollution rendering
Hong Kong uninhabitable; Hong Kong also has
the greatest number of natural disaster risks in
Asia including Typhoons, floods, wildfires and
landslides.20
b) Man-made Disaster: A terrorist explodes a dirty
bomb in Central Hong Kong or extensive power
outage causing panic as most of the population is
trapped in high-rises.21
c) Tax Law Disaster: Under pressure from
mainland politicians or the OECD, HK changes its
current domestic low flat tax rate system.
d) Economic Disaster: As a result of either
competitor-envy or backing the wrong mainland or
local political faction, the family business is wrongly
targeted for alleged corruption.22
e) Political Disaster: China either overtly or
covertly abandons the “One country, two systems”
constitutional principle.23
Their Backup Plan
Traditionally wealthy Chinese families followed
a clever long-term strategy of planting family
members in various overseas jurisdictions…first
for education, then for residence, then finally for
business expansion. In the long run this strategy
also allowed for other family members to be able
to take advantage of family unification priorities
under local immigration laws to be able to extend
residence and then citizenship throughout the
family.
Unfortunately, given the speed of changing events
in HK and China, this family no longer has the
luxury of a decade or more to develop a Backup
Plan. Therefore, while the overseas education
of younger family members is still important, the

preferred process is to lead with a residence or
citizenship status for the whole family rather than
plant the seed of a student permit eventually
bearing the fruit of residence.
The target overseas destinations for this family can
loosely be identified as North America, Europe, and
Australia/New Zealand. Therefore let us look at the
strategy options for each of these three regions.
North American Strategy
The United States has for centuries been a
preferred destination for Chinese immigrants, with
it sometimes being referred to as “The Golden
Mountain.”24 For the past few years the EB-5
Program, which results in immediate US resident
alien status, has been tremendously popular with
wealth Chinese families.25 Unfortunately, this
popularity and a strict annual quota, means that
the processing of an EB-5 Resident Alien visa for
a Chinese applicant is currently taking up to TEN
years.26 As a result, other pathways to access the
US need to be explored.
The family can also have access to the US for
specific renewal periods under various nonimmigrant categories including the EB1, EB2,
and L-1 categories. Each of these categories has
distinct attributes. The best path for the family can
only be determined after extensive consultation
between the Family Office and the Backup Plan
advisors. Although each one of these statuses
needs to be renewed, they all have the benefit
of NOT automatically making the various family
members subject to full US taxation. It should
also be noted that as with the EB5 visa, each of
these non-immigrant visas can also be used as a
pathway to resident alien status in the US.
Another method of gaining access to the US is to
acquire Canadian citizenship and use the provisions
of the North American Free Trade Agreement to
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also enter the US. In order to acquire citizenship in
Canada a combined Work Permit and Permanent
Residence strategy is recommended. In this way
the family would quickly gain a North American
residence (under the Canadian Work Permit) and
also more quickly gain Canadian citizenship (as
credit for naturalization will be given for time spent
on the Work Permit while the permanent residence
application is being processed).
It is worth noting that the shortest possible time
period before the family can acquire a passport
from Canada is approximately 4 to 5 years
(including processing times) with the US being in a
practical sense 8 to 9 years.
European Strategy
There are a number of countries in the EU which
give residence status in exchange for investment
in real estate, stocks or local companies. The
most popular are currently the UK, Portugal and
Spain. Investment in many of these countries may
also lead to citizenship after naturalization periods
ranging from 5 to 7 years.
However there are some European opportunities
for citizenship-by-investment which can result
in an EU passport in a shorter period of time.
As programs are constantly opening, closing or
altering terms, the timing, cost and conditions of
these programs must be examined at the time
that the family office is actually putting together
the Backup Plan for their family. Of course, it at all
possible, citizenship through lineage or negotiation
should be done in preference to any citizenshipby-investment program.
Australia and New Zealand Strategy
Both of these countries have operated residenceby-investment programs for decades. These
programs are also continually changing and need
to be compared on the basis of costs, language

requirements and the path to citizenship. It is worth
noting that these two countries offer citizens of their
country’s reciprocal benefits with the other country.
Therefore it is easier to make a direct comparison
between the two countries.
Other Considerations
With the exception of a few European countries
which offer citizenship-by-investment programs,
citizenship (and an alternative passport) is
generally only available in these three regions after
a naturalization period of a minimum of 3 years.
Therefore, to deal with some of the risks the family
faces, it is worthwhile for them to consider the
various citizenship-by-investment programs in the
Caribbean, Pacific and Central and South America.
As previously mentioned, when seeking input to
compare multiple programs, it is first necessary to
take the statements of conflicted specific country
promoters, with more than a grain of salt.
The status of the “citizenship” being offered under
domestic and international law, the right to reside
in a trade block, visa free travel and other benefits
(e.g. several citizenship-by-investment programs
make a US E1/E2 visa possible27 need to weighed
against factors such as cost, timing and ease of
replacing a lost or full passport.
One final consideration for this family is
establishing residence in another regional financial
centre, Singapore. While local and familiar, the
family office needs to be aware of military service
obligations and dual citizenship restrictions which
may make this country an unattractive alternative
citizenship.
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Conclusion
“May you live in interesting times” can be both a curse…and a blessing. The world is clearly in “interesting
times” both with regards to the number of man-made and natural events occurring and the breadth of their
impact. In addition, the speed at which these events move from unthinkable “Black Swans” to the front-page is
unprecedented.
Today’s family office advisors must continually monitor how these events affect their families, wealth, business
and lives. Most of the most devastating events end up being “local” in the sense that they impact the family
specifically or occur in the immediate vicinity of the family’s home and business. These types of events often
occur with little warning, so speedy risk identification and response is critical.
Having a robust and flexible Backup Plan gives them the comfort of being able to instantly relocate, should
any negative events even threaten to occur. A well thought out Backup Plan also helps wealthy families take
advantage of global study, lifestyle and investment opportunities without having to worry about being denied
access because they are not considered “a local.”
Clearly a Backup Plan has moved from exotic to mission critical in the modern era and its proper design,
execution and maintenance are now essential parts of a family office mandate. A Backup Plan…you CAN’T
leave home without it!
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